CALL TO ARTISTS – Central Coast Connection Phone Book
Pacific Publishing and Florence Regional Arts Alliance (FRAA) are very excited to invite artists
to submit their photography for the cover of the 2019 Edition Central Coast Connection Phone
Book. What an honor it will be to have your photography on the cover of a publication that
was delivered to almost 20,000 residents last year.
Pacific Publishing is offering a cash prize of $300 to the winner for the purchase of the image
submitted and for exclusive rights only for commercial publication and the Central Coast
Connection Phone Book and advertising. You may continue to use the image to sell prints and
cards.
* Deadline for submission: June 30, 2018
* All submissions must be done electronically through the FRAA website (http://
www.fraaoregon.org/central-coast-entry-instructions.html)
* Artwork must be the photography of the artist submitting the entry.
* Photo quality should be around 8 mega pixels or 300 dpi at 8.5” x 11”.
* Photo scene should not be altered. Shading and coloring adjustments are allowed.
* Submissions must be a vertical/portrait rendering to fit the cover of the phone book.
* Your photography should represent the area our publication serves from Yachts to the North
to Reedsport South and East to Swisshome. If the photo includes recognizable people, we
will need a release from them.
* Multiple entries are allowed however each artist is limited to three (3) entries.
* Artist does not need to be a Florence resident.
* Winning artist will receive a photo and bio in the phone book.
* Pacific Publishing will determine the winner by July 9, 2018.
* Notice of being chosen as the winner will be made via e-mail during the week of July 9,
2018.
Note: Pacific Publishing retains the right to reject all submissions.
To enter, please visit http://www.fraaoregon.org/central-coast-entry-instructions.html.
Please send all questions to fraaoregon@gmail.com.
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